You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for BRAUN CONTOUR 5874.
You'll find the answers to all your questions on the BRAUN CONTOUR 5874 in the user manual (information, specifications,
safety advice, size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
@@Do not exchange or manipulate any part of it. Otherwise there is risk of electric shock. 5874 and 5876 models: The green charging light blinks when the
shaver is being charged. When the battery is fully charged, the charging light lights permanently. 5877 model: The 3 segments of the green charging light
indicate the charging level by thirds. When fully charged, all 3 segments of the charging light shine permanently. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Shaver foil Cutter
block Release button On/off switch (Â«start/stopÂ») Long hair trimmer Charging lights (green) Low-charge light (red) (5877/5876 models only) Replacement
light for shaving parts Reset button Special cord set Model 5877 only: charging stand (5877/5876 models only) The red low-charge light flashes when the
battery capacity has dropped below 20%, provided the shaver is switched on. Turn on the shaver (Â«startÂ»): The pivoting cutting system automatically
adjusts to every contour of your face. Using the special cord set, connect the shaver/charging stand to an electrical outlet with the motor switched off. â· When
charging for the first time, leave the shaver to charge continuously for 4 hours.
@@@@@@@@Stretch the skin and shave against the direction of beard growth. @@@@ regular cleaning ensures better shaving performance.
@@@@Rinse off all foam and let the shaver run for a few more seconds. @@Then leave the disassembled shaving parts to dry. @@@@@@@@ then the
shaver will automatically reset the display.
@@While doing so, the replacement light blinks and goes off when the reset is complete. The manual reset can be done at any time. Preserving the batteries
In order to maintain the optimum capacity of the rechargeable batteries, the shaver has to be fully discharged (by shaving) every 6 months approximately.
then recharge the shaver to full capacity. Do not expose the shaver to temperatures higher than 50Â°C for extended periods of time.
In the interest of protecting the environment, please do not dispose of the product in the household waste at the end of its useful life. Disposal can take place
at a Braun Service Centre or at appropriate collection points provided in your country. Subject to change without notice. About every four weeks, clean the
cutter block with Braun cleaning agents. @@@@.
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